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Francesca Battistelli - Worth It
Tom: A
Intro: A E D A

Verse:1
A
Loves not a feeling
E
Loves not convenient
Gbm                       E           D
But I know that love will change your Life

A
Love takes sacrafice
E
Love cuts like a knife
Gbm                 E        D
Sometimes Love will make you cry

Bm          D              A
Loves not easy   but its worth it

Verse:2
A
Loves is a hunger
E
But love wont leave you empty
Gbm            E           D
See its the language of the heart

A
Love can steal your pride
E
But love wont let you hide
Gbm       E            D
It takes everything you got

Bm          D              A
Loves not easy   but its worth it

E
What you gonna do when the bottom falls out
Gbm
And your left with nothing but your fear and your doubt
           D             A
To hold on to, who will hold you
E

Where you gonna run when its all on the line
Gbm
And your looking for something to save your life
 D           E
To save your life

Verse:3
A
Love can hear you
E
Love can heal you
Gbm             E    D
If you let it inside

             Bm
Oh remembor now

Bm          D              A
Loves not easy   but its worth it

E
What you gonna do when the bottom falls out
Gbm
And your left with nothing but your fear and your doubt
           D             A
To hold on to, who will hold you
E
Where you gonna run when its all on the line
Gbm
And your looking for something to save your life

 D           E
To save your life
A
Love can hear you
E
Love can heal you
Gbm           E   D
If you let it inside

             Bm
Oh remembor now

Bm          D              A
Loves not easy   but its worth it

Acordes


